Existance Proves Christianity Wrong
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Jul 06, 2018 11:23 am
The ancient philosophers stated that all existence can be traced thought different levels of their
emanation to a core underlying source of manifestation. And this unknowable source can be
understood by studying the laws of nature which are the mechanic's of this force and its
operation thus its conscious will. The source of which is simply vibration and light the function of
the core substance that is the element of Ather which is called spirit as well by the ancients the
same element.
If one examines Christianity it claims the entire universe which is aeons old was created by a
Jew around six thousand years ago and then it decided to create the earth as flat. And then
decided to create a strange universe in which the actual laws that cause it to exist are somehow
all wrong and at odds with the spiritual realm it created....Because it fell from three inches more
up Yahweh's butt crack or something ridiculous.
The fact is the laws of the spiritual realm of the laws of the material realm as the material realm
is the emanation of the core substance of the element of spirit. The two can not be odds they
are the same manifestation you can't have one without the other.
Thousands of innocent people have been driven mad from being taught to believe all their
normal desires and instincts that are spiritual in nature are somehow evil and from evil forces
that have possessed them and they must war on their flesh their actual spiritual natures to
conform to some disgusting, mentality ill Jewish program called Christianity. Its driven people
mad by causing a schizophrenic break within their own psyche.
The Christian religion is the creation of sick Jewish minds they are alien to this world.
Only a sick Jewish mind could look at this and feel it to be evil and sinful:
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The Jews have an extremely high, disproportionately high incidence of both physical and mental
disorders. They pollute the world populace with their filthy genes. Nearly every one of them has
something seriously wrong.
They are a very sickly race. This world is alien to them.
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